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Introductions



Goals for this 
session

1. UC San Diego’s Tritonlytics Program

2. Demystifying the AI/ML jargon

3. The capabilities and limitations of ML in Natural Language 
Processing (NLP)

4. An example: A clustering/summarization ML pipeline for 
theme discovery

5. How to get started with AI in your organization



36 Surveys

17 Institutions

1,833 Departments

268,144 Total Invites

4 University Systems

3 States

2 Non-profit Organizations

85,994 Survey Comments

766,832 Survey Comments (Total)



Demystifying the AI/ML jargon
Artificial intelligence v. machine learning v. deep learning

How does it work?

Photo: https://www.reddit.com/r/ProgrammerHumor/comments/bctl2b/thats_too_many_words_in_a_sentence/



Demystifying the AI/ML jargon: What is it?

Machine learning is … “a subset of artificial 
intelligence (AI) that provides systems the ability to 
automatically learn and improve from experience 
without being explicitly programmed” using 
traditional algorithms like linear or logistic 
regression.

Deep learning is … “a subset of machine 
learning, which utilizes neural networks”

Artificial intelligence is … “a science [that] studies 
ways to build intelligent programs and machines 
that can creatively solve problems, which has 
always been considered a human prerogative”

Photo: https://towardsdatascience.com/artificial-intelligence-vs-machine-learning-vs-deep-learning-2210ba8cc4ac
Definitions courtesy of https://ai.plainenglish.io/artificial-intelligence-vs-machine-learning-vs-deep-learning-whats-the-difference-dccce18efe7f



Demystifying the AI/ML jargon: What is it?

Machine learning

Deep learning

Traditional programming

Animation (ML): https://towardsdatascience.com/linear-regression-5100fe32993a
Animation (DL): https://pub.towardsai.net/what-is-machine-learning-ml-b58162f97ec7?sk=aa068bdef0ec674e9fc95c7d9698e844&source=friends_link&gi=5245c2141068

Y = a + bx

“... a computational framework for modeling cognitive 
process that seems … closer than other frameworks to the 
style of computation as it might be done by the brain” … 
based on how real neurons work.
From ‘Deep Learning for Coders with fastai & PyTorch’  ch.1



Demystifying the AI/ML jargon: How does it work?
How folks imagine it works ...

Photo: xkcd.com



Demystifying the AI/ML jargon: How does it work?
How it actually works ...

The variables that can be updated to 
improve the performance of the model

The functional form of the model which is 
a “special kind of program: it’s one that 
can do many different things” depending 
on the parameters

The “data not including the labels” also 
called the “independent variables”  (e.g., 
survey comments, or images of dogs and 
cats)

The measure of performance 
… smaller is better

The results of passing our independent variables (our 
“inputs”) through the model

The correct “labels” associated with each 
of our “inputs” (known also as “targets” or 
the “dependent variable”

From ‘Deep Learning for Coders with fastai & PyTorch’  ch.1



Capabilities and limitations of ML
Where does machine learning work well in natural language processing (NLP)?

What are the limitations of of machine learning in NLP?

What can we do to mitigate these limitations?



Capabilities and limitations: Where is ML useful? 
With regards to NLP, machine learning is increasingly becoming the go-to solution for the 
following tasks:

Language modeling

Sequence 
classification

Token 
classification

Question 
Answering

Summarization Translation

Text generation



Capabilities and limitations: What are its limitations? 
ML isn’t perfect however.  Here are some things to think about when using it ...

1. ML isn’t perfect (I think I said that already ;-) )

2. Models are only as good as the data they are 
trained on

3. Bias inherent in your training data will be 
reflected in your model’s predictions

“I am a senior advisor at the Association of Northern 
California Counties (ANR) and I …”

DOES NOT EXIST!!!

��

“This is just the beginning, wait till apes come back from moon. We will 
help more apes , and I wanna help a Rhino. Because apes together 
strong as many 🦏”

Courtesy of reddit user zombieattakc



Capabilities and limitations: Mitigating the limitations
Limitation                                                                                 Mitigation

1. ML isn’t perfect (I think I said that already ;-) )

2. Models are only as good as the data they are 
trained on

3. Bias inherent in your training data will be 
reflected in your model’s predictions

��

● Ensure models are trained on data similar to what 
you plan to use

● Fine-tune your models trained on dissimilar data 
with your own labeled data

● Augment your ML predictions with human review

● Manage your expectations and objectives
● Define an acceptable measure of performance first
● Augment your ML predictions with human review

● Understand what data the models you are using 
were trained on

● Be aware of stated biases (real or potential) by 
dataset authors

● Augment your ML predictions with human review



Demo: Using AI for theme discovery
How it works: The Augmented ML/Human clustering/summarization pipeline

Exploring the results



Using AI for theme discovery: The ML pipeline 
1. Build a numerical representation of each sentence using a DL model trained on a sentence 

similarity task

3. Reduce that numerical representation’s dimensionality to two so it can be visualized using a 
ML dimensionality reduction algorithm.

2. Group texts using a ML clustering algorithm so that related texts are grouped together and 
related groups are close to one another.

5. Apply a DL model trained to summarize each group (or cluster) as a topic (or theme)

6. Augment final results with human reviewers who will correct theme predictions, combine 
discovered themes they feel are the same, and also remove sentences associated with a 
theme that they believe are not relevant

4. Based on the probability a sentence is associated with the found cluster and also its 
centrality in it, rank them from most exemplar to least

7. Use reviewed/corrected data to improve all ML models periodically



Using AI for theme discovery: DEMO
This all sounds fine and dandy, but how can we present such findings so that they are 
meaningful and actionable?



AI Applications and Examples:

1) SURVEYS
a) COVID-19 Student Risk and Needs Survey

2) STRATEGIC PLANNING
a) Teaching and Learning Commons’ Stakeholder Interview Synthesis

3) CROWD-SOURCING
a) IdeaWave Campaign - Reimagining the Workplace



COVID-19 Student Risks and Needs Survey
Over 650 comments to review and make sense of

16 hours → 15 minutes, identified top themes and their exemplar sentences



Crowd-Sourcing IDEAWAVE CAMPAIGN : 
Ways to meet diverse operational needs in a 
reimagined workplace

FROM THIS  TO THIS  



Strategic Planning Interviews

FROM THIS  TO THIS  

150 stakeholder interviews



Using AI in your own organization
Getting started with ML and Tritonlytics

Learning resources for the technical and technically challenged



Using AI in your organization: Getting started

The Tritonlytics team provides a variety of ML based solutions, from sentiment classification 
models, to named entity recognition (NER), summarization, and ad-hoc theme discovery.  If 
you’re interested in learning more, please feel out the interest form provided in the link below!

https://forms.gle/VR6ckixjsvk1ZvpX9

https://forms.gle/VR6ckixjsvk1ZvpX9


Using AI in your organization: Learning resources
Resources to get you on the path to understanding and using ML ...

Deep Learning for Coders with fastai & Pytorch 
by Jeremy Howard & Sylvain Gugger

But what is a neural network? … a great explanation of what a NN is and how they work 
by 3Blue1Brown (YouTube)

Twitter … the best platform for the latest in ML research and application

A great resource for project 
managers, those concerned 
with data ethics, and folks 
interested in developing ML 
models themselves

https://www.amazon.com/Deep-Learning-Coders-fastai-PyTorch/dp/1492045527
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aircAruvnKk
http://twitter.com


Questions?



Thank you! 
To find out more about our services at UC San Diego, visit us at 
https://tritonlytics.ucsd.edu/
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